
1-888-754-8525

These great new watches are fine quality replicas of original WWII military watches, complete 
with large, luminous numbering and hour & minute hands for easy reading in low light 
conditions. With correct military markings on the face and case backs, they feature stainless 
steel cases and quartz movements, making them sturdy, reliable time pieces for reenactors 
or everyday wear. Water resistant to rain and splashes, but not waterproof; furnished with 
special presentation boxes.

$69.95 Ea

U.S., German & British Military Service Watches

0109-110-650 
British WW2 Comando 

0109-100-661 
US Grunt Vietnam

0109-120-615 
German Army Service 

 Black

0109-100-660 
US GI WW2

0109-110-651
 The Dirty Dozen British Army

0109-120-614 
German Army Service 

 Brown

Luftwaffe service wristwatches, chronographs, navigator watches, ships & aircraft clocks, 
and more are the focus, and covers timepiece numbering systems used in WW2. Observer 
& chronograph watches, Soldbuch entries, period documents & photos detailing WW2 
numbering types define the from the German and Swiss watch makers: Alpina, Arsa, 
Cronos, Helios, Longines, Silvana, Zenith and many others. 188 pages and 300+ full color 
photographs.

NEW!

Our Kriegsmarine Service Watch is based on the original KM Festa 720 produced by Alpina 
during the war. Marked "K.M. Ailager" on the face and "Wasserdicht Stahlboden" on back, 
with original issue number 139085.  Numbers, hour & minute hands are luminous for low 
light conditions, with a smaller dial for recording seconds that 'ticks' rather than sweeps. 
With a full Hacking function & dual quartz movement this is a sturdy, reliable time piece.

Kriegsmarine Service Watch 

German Military Watches of WWII - 
German Airforce (Luftwaffe)  - Volume 5 by Ulric of England

NEW!
4185-129-243        $129.00 Ea

0109-120-616        $69.95 Ea

Retail Sale 2022 B-R
Prices good through
February 28, 2023
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Our high quality printed flags are very close to the originals and have been extremely popular.  They are double sided and made 
from high quality cotton fabric, with each flag being meticulously printed and bound along the side in white cotton with a correct 
type suspension rope for hanging.

0120-283-001  2' x 3'   $49.00
0120-283-101  3' x 5'   $69.00

0120-283-009  2' x 3'   $49.00
0120-283-109  3' x 5'   $69.00

0120-283-012  2' x 3'   $49.00
0120-283-112  3' x 5'   $69.00

100% Cotton World War I & II Flags

Reich State Service Flag

Nazi Party Flag Nazi Battle Flag

0120-283-013  2' x 3'   $49.00
0120-283-113  3' x 5'   $69.00

Imperial German Battle

0120-283-026  2' x 3'   $49.00
0120-283-126  3' x 5'   $69.00

Japanese Rising Sun

0120-283-025  2' x 3'   $49.00
0120-283-125  3' x 5'   $69.00

Japanese Meat Ball

NEW!

NEW!
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0120-280-905    
Regular $49.00      SALE  $39.20 

Nazi Fuhrer Standard - 
Printed, Small Double Sided

Screen printed on cotton fabric and double sided, and 
measuring 25" x 28", this Fuhrer Standard features 
sharp details & includes a white canvas binding along 
the top edge and a  cotton rope to hang for display.

0120-280-903  2' x 3'   $59.00
0120-280-913  3' x 5'   $79.00

German Battle Flag

0120-280-902  2' x 3'   $59.00
0120-280-912  3' x 5'   $79.00

Nazi Party Flag

0120-280-901  2' x 3'   $59.00
Reich State Service Flag

Heavy Cotton Nazi Flags
Our newest line of flags features the Nazi Party, Battle & Reich Service Flag printed on heavy cotton fabric in bright red, white and 
black colors. These high quality flags are excellent copies of the originals, being screen printed on heavy woven cotton fabric and 
featuring ink stamped, white canvas binding along the rope edges, with extra, reinforcing stitching along the other three edges. 
Proportions are correct, with excellent details and the cotton ropes facilitate hanging for display. Available in 3’ x 5’ and 2' x 3' sizes.

0120-275-109      Nazi Party   3x5     $69.00

SS & Nazi Party 
Multi-Piece Cotton Flags

NEW 2 x 3 SIZE!

NEW! NEW!

0120-275-004      SS Runes     2x3       $49.00                  0120-275-009      Nazi Party   2x3     $49.00 

These highly popular cotton flags are multi-piece cotton construction, just 
like the originals, and we now have them in the new 2' x 3' size in addition 
to our 3' x 5' size.  Excellent quality like fine originals, they are double 
sided and made from high quality cotton fabric. Each flag is meticulously 
constructed of six separate pieces sewn together, and includes the correct 
type rope suspension hanger.

0120-275-104      SS Runes     3x5       $69.00 

Save
20%

0120-280-911  3' x 5'   $79.00
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Save
20%

This HJ Banner  is an excellent reproduction, double sided and made in cotton like the originals.  
Correctly constructed with separately sewn field and swastika, and edged with 2" white cotton 
fringe.  It features 4 straps for attaching to the trumpet and makes a great background for displays.
0120-104-072   Regular $45.00     Sale $36.00

Hitler Youth Trumpet Banner

DJ Trumpet Banner   
Double sided cotton just like the originals, this is an excellent reproduction.  Constructed in several 
sections with a separately sewn field and swastika and edged with 2" white cotton fringe and 4 
straps for attachment. Great background for display! 
0120-104-071      Regular $45.00    SALE  $36.00 Each

 Available Once Again!!!

SS,SA & Hitler Youth Bevo Armbands
These high quality Jacquard (Bevo) woven armbands are available once again!  Patterned after period correct originals, they feature a bright red 
background and black swastika on a white field. Approximately 4” wide by 15-1/2” long.
0104-042-166        SS                                           $15.00
0104-042-167         Hitler Youth                           $15.00 
0104-042-168        SA                                           $15.00

0102-609-057 
M-40 Waffen SS Panzer EM
Reg.$42.00   SALE $33.60

0102-002-061 Luftwaffe General
 Reg.$179.00   SALE $143.20

 Replace ** with size desired.  Sizes 56-61   (Except as Noted)

0102-529-3** 
M-40 Waffen SS Officer
 Reg.$46.00   SALE $36.80

(Sizes 57, 60, 61)
0102-072-460 
Prissian Officers Parade Peakcap
Reg.$105.00   SALE $84.00

0102-016-361 
U-Boat-Lieutenant
Reg.$229.00   SALE $183.20

0102-017-4** Kriegsmarine Captain
Reg.$229.00   SALE $183.00

(Sizes 56 & 58)

HUGE INVENTORY REDUCTION SALE ON SELECT EREL VISOR CAPS!  SAVE 20% WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!

Save
20%
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0102-017-5** Navy Admiral
Reg.$229.00   SALE $183.20

(Sizes 56-61)
0102-070-9** Red Baron
Reg.$169.00  SALE  $135.20

(Sizes 57-61)

0102-101-2** Army EM Infantry
Reg.$179.00     SALE  $143.20

(Sizes 56-61)
0102-101-5** Army EM Panzer
Reg.$179.00     SALE  $143.20

(Sizes 56-61)
0102-201-2** Army  Infantry
Reg.$169.00   SALE  $135.20

(Sizes 56-61)

0102-426-3** Mt. Troop Officer
Reg.$75.00       SALE  $60.00

(Sizes 56-61)
0102-603-0** M-40 Lufwaffe EM
 Reg.$42.00    SALE  $33.60

(Sizes 56, 59, 60, 61)

 Replace ** with size desired.  Sizes 56-61   (Except as Noted)

0102-603-3** M-40 
Luftwaffe Officer
 Reg.$46.00  SALE  $36.80

(Sizes 56, 57, 61)
0102-406-3** Waffen SS M-44
Reg.$49.00     SALE  $39.20

(Sizes 56-61)

0102-609-3** 
M40 Waffen SS-Panzer Officer
 Reg.$46.00  SALE  $36.80

(Sizes 56-57)

HUGE INVENTORY REDUCTION SALE ON SELECT EREL VISOR CAPS!  SAVE 20% WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!
We’re a bit overstocked on several styles of our German made Erel Visor Caps so we’re offering great savings on our existing stocks!  
These are our fine quality “Schirmmützen” caps made to original Third Reich specifications using the top quality materials and 
workmanship.  Order soon!  Replace ** with size desired.  Sizes 56-61  (Except as Noted)

0102-005-4** SEPP Dietrich
Reg.$179.00    SALE  $143.20

(Sizes 56-61)

0102-403-0** M-43 Luftwaffe EM
Reg.$49.00     SALE  $39.20

(Sizes 56-59 & 61)(Sizes 57, 60, 61)
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0107-049-703             $60.00 0107-054-703             $75.00

0107-054-705          $75.00

0107-061-753             $150.00

Museum Quality Reproduction German WWI & WWII Badges
We have limited quantities of these very fine quality reproduction World War I & World War II Badges & Medals. Made in much more 
exacting detail than our standard items, they are intended for the discriminating collector who desires the very finest in collectible 
badges. Almost indistinguishable from the originals, they feature exquisite details and are complete with proper maker marks, 
correct type pins, hinges & catches, as well as original type silver plating or fire-gilt, as appropriate. You will not be disappointed in 
these fine Heer, Luftwaffe, Kriegsmarine, Reichsmarine and Waffen-SS collectibles!

0107-071-736             $98.00

0107-073-703             $195.00 0107-086-703             $185.00 

0107-049-702              $75.00

0107-071-734             $60.00

0107-069-734             $75.00 0107-069-934             $98.00

0107-072-734             $90.00

0107-076-734             $148.00

0107-048-705              $75.00

0107-048-703          $75.00 0107-049-701          $49.00
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0107-093-703             $75.00

0107-094-703             $75.00 0107-094-722             $90.00

0107-094-723             $175.00

0107-187-703     $170.00

0107-190-703             $175.00 0107-192-703             $175.00

0107-292-703             $175.00

0107-086-923             $198.00 

0107-054-704             $60.00

0107-106-923             $220.000107-106-703             $175.00

0107-173-704             $75.00 

0107-292-703     $175.00

0107-293-703     $62.00 0107-294-703     $62.00  

NEW!NEW!

0107-028-703     $265.00
         Genuine 900 silver
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0120-809-002 
Wall Eagle

Polished Finish 
Regular $49.50 
SALE $39.60

Reichsbank Gold Bar & 
Presentation Case   
A perfect copy of the authentic, 1 kilo Nazi Gold bars produced in 1942 
and 1943 by the Deutsche Reichsbank from re-smelted confiscated Dutch 
& Belgian gold! Marked with the Nazi Party Eagle, weight, serial number 
& Reichsbank nomenclature, it is 4" x 1-3/4" x 1/2" and weighing over 7 
ounces, it makes a great conversation piece, paperweight or display!  The 
black leatherette Presentation Case is lined in velvet & silk, with a fitted 
recess for the bar and silver and black enamel SS runes button.
0107-910-400
Gold Bar Presentation Set - Bar & Case
Reg. $45.00    SALE $36.00 Ea 
0107-406-400
Reichsbank Gold Bar
Reg. $25.00   SALE $20.00 Ea

To complete item number, replace *** with number at right. Price is per 
pair, except for #905 & #907 which are singles.

Reg.$5.00  $4.00 per set    $3.40 per set(3+)    

Decal Sets (Pairs)     0105-530-***

Sheet 1 & 2   Reg.$25.00      $20.00 Each
$17.00 Ea(3+)  

401 Early SS
402 Late SS
504 Hitler Youth
802 Bordered Police
901 SS Death’s Head

906 NSKK
907 Luftschutz
908 Afrikakorps

902 SS-VT
903 Red Cross
904 SS-LAH
905 Police Eagle

101 Army
201 Early Luftwaffe
202 Late Luftwaffe

S
heet 1      Item

 N
o. 0105-530-000

S
heet 2      Item

 N
o. 0105-530-002

101

504

201

202     

802
402

401

401

908

906

904

903

907

905

901 902

0120-801-005 
Political Car 
Pennant Top

Regular $16.00  
SALE $12.80

0120-801-003 
Army Pole Top
Regular $35.00  
SALE $28.00

Pole Tops & Wall Eagles – 
We’re a bit overstock on several of our high-quality Pole Tops 
and Polished Wall Eagles, so were offering these at 20% off 
while supplies last!  Made from high quality molds of originals, 
they capture the fine details of the originals and make great ad-
ditions to your WWII display.

0120-801-000 
Early Model

NSDAP Pole Top  
Regular $49.00
SALE $39.20

Save
20%

Save
20%

Save
20%
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Waffen SS Officers Brocade Belts
High quality Waffen SS Officer's Brocade Belts with grey lining instead of the black color 
used for Allgemeine SS. The silver brocade is woven with SS Runes and Oak Leaves.  
Replace ** in item number with size desired.  Fits up to: 38, 42, 45, and 50.
0104-034-5**    $29.50

Reg.$5.00  $4.00 per set    $3.40 per set(3+)    

U-Boat Badge with Diamonds  
Our new Kriegsmarine U-Boat Badge with Diamonds is a nice quality replica of one of the 
rarest of the rare Third Reich badges. The swastika is set with simulated diamonds and 
maker marked “Schwerin – Berlin”. The "coke bottle" style pin, hinge and catch are like 
the originals.
0107-069-035  $35.00

WWI Iron Cross 1st Class 
in Nickel Silver 
Now available in nickel silver, this fine quality, 
“vaulted” 1914 1st Class Iron Cross is the highly desired 
“vaulted” shape. It is die-struck in fine detail and fea-
tures a “coke bottle” shape, wide flat pin with correct 
type hinge and catch.
0107-016-000          $35.00

Luftwaffe Tank Battle Badge
This two-piece badge is die-struck in fine detail, with a matte silver Luftwaffe eagle on an 
oxidized silver oak leaf wreath, with a Panzer tank emerging from the center.  Complete 
with the correct flat pin & catch.  Authorized by the German Air Ministry & Air Force High 
Command on 3 November 1944 as the 'Tank Battle Badge of the Air Force," it was Issued to 
German Luftwaffe tank commanders and crews and attached Panzergrenadiers and other 
units engaged in 3 combat actions on 3 separate days. Instituted late in the war with very 
few issued, making originals extremely rare and expensive.
0107-099-023  $21.00 Ea

NEW!

WWII Iron Cross 2nd Class in Nickel Silver 
Our new, nickel silver 1939 Iron Cross 2nd Class is die-struck, capturing all the fine details of the 
high-quality original. Complete with the correct EK2 ribbon, it features a German silver matte 
finish and sharply detailed "beading" along the edges.
0107-017-603  $35.00

SS Officer Belt Buckle 
35% OFF – LIMITED QUANTITIES!
We have a limited number of these special purchase buckles at substantial savings!  Cast 
in aluminum with nice details, they are complete with standard keepers for officers belts. 
The RZM & SS markings are not as distinct as our high quality buckles, but they are there 
and the price is right!
0104-035-949 Regular $19.50    SALE $12.68

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

Knights Cross Loops in 800 Silver NEW!
These Knights Cross Loops are genuine 800 silver and are identical to the originals in every way! 
Correctly marked with an "800" stamp, they will certainly enhance the quality of your Knights 
Cross! Finish in a light, aged patina, they are Museum Quality!
0107-010-603  $30.00

Knights Cross Loops – Silver Plated  
We have a number of extras of these nice, silver plated Loops for the Knights Cross, so we’re offering 
them at half price as long as they last!  Many of these feature a nice, aged patina and some have a soft, 
frosted silver finish.  Unmarked.
0107-010-699  Regular $10.00          SALE $5.00

NEW!

Save
50%
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US M1923 10-Pocket Cartridge Belt 
Made from heavy, OD cotton canvas, this is an excellent quality reproduction of 
the M1923 Cartridge Belt. 10 "lift the dot" snap-flap pockets each hold an 8-round 
Enbloc or stripper clip. Fully adjustable with correct metal hardware, it is marked 
U.S. on the front with maker mark & wartime date on the reverse.
0160-006-010 Regular $35.00  SALE $28.00 Ea

US M3 1911 Shoulder Holster for 1911 .45 Pistol 
Our reproduction of the popular WWII issue leather shoulder holster for the Colt M1911 .45 pistol 
is copied from an original and produced in high quality, vegetable tanned leather and drum 
dyed in medium brown color. Made like the originals for a snug fit, they require molding to your 
pistol, which can be done dry or by wet forming with either neatsfoot or mink oil. Adopted in 1942, 
this holster was standard issue for aircraft and tank crews, but quickly became popular with paratroopers 
and infantrymen as well as officers.  Marked with large embossed "US".
0160-006-125 Regular $29.95     SALE $23.96 Ea

US 1911-A1 .45 Pistol Lanyard 
Issued for use with the US .45 ACP and .38 revolvers, our Lanyard is reproduced from 
an original WWII period model in high quality woven cord with leather end tab and 
blackened steel hook.  Measurimg 38 inches overall, it attaches to the lanyard ring on 
the 1911-A1 and was worn over the shoulder to retain the pistol.
0160-006-120 Regular $14.95     SALE $11.96 Ea

K98 Bayonet Frogs
Our high quality frogs are made of top quality black leather and are correctly stitched, with metal rivets 
and stud closure on the mounted model.  Perfect to replace originals or for reenactors.
A 4924-102-440       Mounted Model with Loop        Regular $14.95  SALE $11.96 Ea
B 4924-102-441       Field Model                                    Regular $14.95  SALE $11.96 Ea

Hitler Youth Dagger with Scabbard 
We will soon have the best reproduction HJ Dagger made!  Featuring a correct, deeply etched "Blut und Ehre" motto, the Anton Wingen, Jr. war-time proofmark, 
nickel plated hilt, and black checkered grips, it is complete with our perfect repro of the 3rd. Reich period steel scabbard.  Almost indistinguishable from the 
originals, these scabbards are finished in black enamel with correct leather straps and keepers with snap closure. 
4924-101-111    HJ Dagger & Scabbard $76.00 Each
4924-106-311    HJ Scabbard Only $29.00 Each

Civil War Revolver Holsters 
Our Civil War Revolver Holsters are made of good quality strap leather and patterned 
after original period holsters. They will fit most Civil War period Colt and Remington 
revolvers and can be worn on the left or right side. A right hand draw holster can be 
worn on either side for right hand use and likewise for the a left hand draw holster.  
Stamped with "US" along the top of holster.
4665-010-011       Right Handed          $27.50 Ea
4665-010-021       Left Handed              $27.50 Ea

Coming Soon!

Right

Left

Back

A B

NEW!

Save
20%

Save
20%

Save
20%

Save
20%
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SA EM Dagger with Rohm Inscription
This is the best repro on the market today, with high quality details & steel blade etched with 
the SA motto, "Alles for Deutschland", and correct Rohm Inscription on the reverse. Genuine 
wood grips feature detailed silver eagles & SA rune buttons. Crossguards are nickel plated and 
the steel scabbards are finished in brown enamel with nickel plated fittings.
4924-101-784 $149.00 Ea

Our Vertical Hangers are hand-crafted copies of 
originals in high quality leather. Correct nickel-
plated D-rings, buckles & "DRGM" marked clips 
make these great additions to your daggers.
0127-107-036       
SA Vertical Hanger         $39.50
0127-108-036       
SS Vertical Hanger         $39.50

Vertical Hangers for 
SS and SA Daggers 

SS Officer’s Swords – Special Purchase      SAVE $42.00
These swords came in with some minor rust spotting on the blades, so we’re offering them at a 24% savings!  Accurately made with a 
polished steel blade, wire wrapped black wooden grip with the silver SS rune medallion, and nickel hilt fittings, this sword is an excellent 
reproduction of the rare SS Officer Sword.  The black enamel scabbard is complete with correct, nickel-plated fittings.  Maker marked 
with Peter Daniel Krebs crawfish proof. 38" overall.
4924-103-998 Regular $250.00       SPECIAL $197.50

This high quality reproduction of 
the scarce TENO Enlisted Man’s 
Hewer features nickel plated 
fittings, TENO eagle crossguard, 
and geared wheel on the pommel.  
Scabbard is black anodized steel 
with upper and lower fittings in 
nickel plate.  The heavy steel blade 
is a perfect copy of the original, 
including the TENO Eagle with 
“Ges. Gesch” and Eickhorn sitting 
squirrel proof mark.  16” overall.

4924-101-628   
Regular $149.00 
SALE $134.10

TENO EM Dagger 

Our high quality Crossguard Set is the very finest available and identical 
to the originals made by the “Piel & Adey” firm in Solingen. They are the 
early, nickel silver type, hand finished and the correct size to fit original 
SS, SA NSKK and NPEA daggers! Internally maker marked “P A”, they are 
indistinguishable from originals, making them excellent replacements for 
restorations and missing or damaged originals.

0127-300-004  Was $61.00 NOW $55.00

SS, SA, NSKK Crossguard Set   SAVE  $6.00

Save
10%

REDUCED!!
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SAVE 50% ON SELECT BOOK TITLES
We're reducing our book inventory to make room for new several new titles that are coming soon so we're offering substantial 
savings on many of the titles we publish.  Order now and stock up!! Titles may be assorted for quantity prices.

4186-009-900 
Reg. $9.95      $4.98 Ea

4186-010-900 
Reg. $25.00   $12.50 Ea

4185-256-442    
Reg. $9.95      $4.98 Ea

4185-058-900 
Reg. $25.00     $12.50 Ea

4186-007-900 
Reg. $14.95      $7.48 Ea

4185-247-442  
Reg. $9.95      $4.98 Ea

4185-248-442  
Reg. $20.00     $10 .00 Ea

4186-014-900   
Reg.  $9.95    $4.98 Ea

4186-022-900  
Reg. $16.95     $8.48 Ea   

4186-024-900  
Reg. $18.00      $9.00 Ea

4186-015-900  
Reg.  $5.00     $2.50 Ea

4186-020-900
Reg. $25.00      $12.50 Ea

4185-245-442 
Reg. $20.00      $10.00 Ea 

4185-250-442 
Reg. $30.00      $15.00 Ea

4185-252-442   
Reg. $9.95     $4.98 Ea

4186-021-900 
Reg. $25.00      $12.50 Ea

4186-025-900    
Reg. $30.00      $15.00 Ea
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SAVE 50% ON SELECT BOOK TITLES
We're reducing our book inventory to make room for new several new titles that are coming soon so we're offering substantial 
savings on many of the titles we publish.  Order now and stock up!! Titles may be assorted for quantity prices.

4185-059-900  
Reg. $49.00     $24.50 Ea 

4185-060-900 
Reg. $19.95      $9.98 Ea

4185-064-900 
Reg. $25.00      $12.50 Ea

4185-057-900    
Reg. $19.95     $9.98 Ea

4185-058-900 
Reg. $25.00      $12.50 Ea

4185-059-900 
Reg. $49.00      $24.50 Ea

4185-046-900  
Reg. $12.00      $6.00 Ea

4185-056-900  
Reg.  $5.00     $2.50 Ea

4185-246-442 
Reg.  $7.95     $3.98 Ea

4185-243-442  
Reg.  $40.00        $20.00 Ea

4186-005-900
 Reg. $30.00     $15.00 Ea

4185-054-900   
Reg. $17.50     $8.75 Ea

MB Manufacturing - 3 Print Set- Willys-Overland 
Willys-Overland MB Manufacturing, A- 2981 Drawn at Quarter Scale. Superb copies of three original WWII drawings. Printed on 
heavy gloss cover stock, corrected to 04 July 1945. Drawings are side, top, front and rear view chassis. All show a phantom body 
and contain a wealth of unknown details about the mighty MB during WWII. 3 Drawings 38" x 22" each.
4186-008-900             Reg $25.00/Set                      $12.50/Set
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These rings are now much higher 
quality and overall heavier weight 
than we’ve had in the past, and 
they’re available in 5 sizes:  8, 9, 
10, 11 & 12.  We had all new molds 
made with greatly improved details 
including the proper inscription 
inside the ring, with each size 
featuring a different recipient’s name.  The skull has all the proper features as well as the correct runic symbols around the body of 
the ring.  Replace ** in the item number with the size desired.        0104-051-0**        $89.00

14

Our popular SS Totenkopf Ring is sterling silver (925) and finished in bright silver with oxidized 
details. A very impressive ring and an excellent addition to uniforms for reenactors, or display 
pieces. Size is approximately 10-11, but can easily be sized by your local jeweler.
0104-050-042               $69.00

SS Death’s Head Ring  

Early Style SS Honor Ring Case

SS Totenkopf (Honor) Ring

SS Honor Ring - Standard Grade 
The SS Honor Ring, sometimes incorrectly referred to as the ‘Wedding Ring’, was awarded to SS Offi-
cers by Heinrich Himmler and is a fine example of this highly sought after and coveted ring, complete 
with engraved Himmler signature inside the shank. Size 10 only.
0104-050-043 $69.00 Ea

A 0104-050-021 Luftwaffe Officer’s Bomber Pilot Ring $69.00
B 0104-050-022 Luftwaffe Pilot’s Badge Ring $69.00
C 0104-050-042 Square Top Death's Head Ring $69.00
D 0104-050-051 Waffen SS Wiking Division Officer’s Ring  $69.00
E 0104-050-052 Heavy SS Officer’s Skull Ring w/ Oak Leaves $69.00
F 0104-050-053 SS Police Officer’s Ring w/ inscription $69.00
G 0104-050-054 U-Boat Officer’s Ring w/ miniature U-Boat badge  $69.00
H 0104-050-055 Hitler Youth Leader Ring $69.00
 I 0104-050-056 DAK - Afrikakorps Ring $69.00

Our very popular rings are quality pieces in either solid 800 or sterling 
silver (925).  Nice attention to detail and a bright silver finish make all of 
these rings very impressive and excellent additions to authentic uniforms 
for reenactors, or as display pieces. Available in sizes 10-11 only, but can 
be sized to fit by a local jeweler. 

Rings

A

GFE

DCB

H

I

Reddick Militaria introduces the Early style Presentation Case for the SS Honor Ring. These 
cases are extremely rare, with only a few original surviving examples known. Made especially 
for the SS Honor Rings, or “Wedding Rings” as they are often called, these excellent quality 
reproductions based on an original example. Embossed with silver SS runes on a black top, they 
feature a silvered bottom with a velvet liner. These are great way to store or display your prized 
SS Honor Ring!   0104-050-641         $29.00 Ea

High Grade

Presentation 
Box for 
SS Honor Ring 
Presentation boxes for rings 
are extremely rare, and 
especially for the SS Honor 
Rings.  Our boxes are very 
nice reproductions based on 
original examples.  Covered 
in leatherette, they feature 
SS Runes printed in silver 
on the top, with a silver and 
black lining.  The perfect 
way to store or display your 
highly collectible, prized SS 
Honor Ring!
0104-050-643  
SS Honor $29.00 Ea
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Name

Address

City/ State/ Zip

Phone# (           )

Date:

Name

Address

City/ State/ Zip

Phone# (           )

ORDERED BY: SHIP TO:

E-Mail

 U. S. & Canada Toll Free Order Line: 1-888-754-8525
Customer service, account inquiries and foreign orders please call (903) 786-2287

7:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m. cst monday thru friday
24-hour fax:  (903) 786-9059

Thank you for your order.  To ensure speedy processing, please fill out all information— including 
address, item numbers, descriptions and second choices when possible.

We ship  U.S.P.S. or FedEx Ground.  Please provide street address and daytime phone number.
If you do not specify otherwise, we will use the most economical ground shipping method.

PLEASE CHECK THIS BOX IF YOU DO NOT WISH 
TO HAVE OUT-OF-STOCK OR TEMPORARILY UN-
AVAILABLE ITEMS PLACED ON BACKORDER!!

Name of Issuing Bank:
Name on Card:
Signature:

Month Year
ExpirationCHARGE TO MY:

Card Number

QTYCOMPLETE
ITEM NUMBER DESCRIPTION - ITEM, SIZE, COLOR... UNIT 

PRICE PER TOTAL

GRAND TOTAL

CVV Number

Institutional / Craftsman
Discount Number:

Application must be on file

Previous Balance Or Credit
In Texas add 6 -1/4% for sales tax

MERCHANDISE TOTAL

ADD $4.95 TO ORDERS UNDER $50.00
ADD $9.95 TO ORDERS BETWEEN $50.00 & $150.00

OVER $150.00 IS FREE
(lower 48 states only)
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Features a double-edged, stiletto blade with double crossguard, hardwood grips, 
and tubular steel sheath with leather belt strap and snapped retaining strap.  
Standard issue to German infantrymen during WWI, and produced in in Solingen 
in great quantities.  11.5" overall.
4924-106-140            $49.00 

German WWI Trench Knife 

This sleek boot knife 
was produced by Puma 
during WWII and issued 
to the infantry. The 
classic drop point blade 
with false edge features 
an integral steel cross-
guard and composite 
grips like the originals.  
Our steel scabbard is 
a fine reproduction 
in black enamel and 
correct retaining clips.  
Alcoso proofed; 10-1/2" 
overall.
4924-106-136 
Boot Knife with 
Scabbard       $49.00

Puma Style 
WWII German
Boot Knife

Produced in large numbers and issued to German infantrymen during the war, 
this well-made reproduction features the standard double-edged, stiletto type 
blade with double style crossguard and genuine hardwood grip attached with 
3 steel pins. The sheath is tubular steel with the "two down and one up" style 
metal retaining clips for boot or belt. Overall length is 11.5".
4924-106-139       $49.00 

German WWII Standard Boot/Trench KnifeNEW!

World War II K98 Mauser Bayonet 
with Scabbard

Our K98 Bayonet is the absolute finest 
available!  With Bakelite grips, and beautifully 
blued steel blade, hilt and scabbard, it is 
identical to the originals.  Patterned after an 
original E. Pack & Sohne, bayonet and scabbard 
have matching serial numbers (9767 h), E 
PACK & S maker marks, “Waa 255” Waffenamt 
marks, and functional spring catch release.
4924-102-141            $69.00 

NEW!


